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Since 1991 WNCCEIB has been there:

• Standing with victims of hate activity & discrimination
• Monitoring hate activity and groups in the western NC region
• Nudging institutions toward more intentional diversity

We were there in 2012 and we will be there in 2013 with the same intensity -- with your help.
Hey, WNCCEIB,
You Oughta Be In Pictures…
August 9th and 10th found Klieg
lights, cameras, and lots of wire all around
WNCCEIB’s headquarters. New York
filmmakers Tammy Arnstein and Tania
Becker were here to make a documentary of
WNCCEIB’s work over the past two decades.
Local filmmakers Terra Maney, Kate Martin, and
Sam Scott also helped make it happen.
It was exciting and moving as they interviewed
allies and past targets of hate with whom
WNCCEIB has worked. William Letman told
about having a noose hung in his workplace.
Kimberly Briscoe told of threats against her and
her family. Board members LaVerne Glover and
Don Merzlak shared their experiences, LaVerne
with diversity issues at Mission Hospital and Don
with the effort his family initiated to eliminate
“Indian” sports mascots in the schools.
Jacquelyn Hallum shared the courage and
resilience of Cassie Miles, the Bryson City 7th
grader who had a vulgar, racial death threat put
Board and staff discuss WNCCEIB history
in her book bag.
The short documentary is planned to be a companion to a short film based
on the cross burning in Fletcher in 2010. Filmmaker Emilie McDonald, who
receives WNCCEIB’s newsletters, was touched by the twelve-year-old in the
family who despite that horror retained a sense of love and understanding. You
can read about the film, Crossing the River, and see interviews with WNCCEIB
and other information at: http://crossingtheriverfilm.wordpress.com/about/
Both films are due out in 2013.

Jacquelyn Hallum under the
big lights during filming

Filmmaking team outside WNCCEIB’s office
l to r: Tania Becker, Sam Scott, Terra Weaver,
Tammy Arnstein, Kate Martin
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South African anti-apartheid
hero visits WNCCEIB
LEFT: John meets with CUC,

(l to r) Rev. L.C. Ray, Rev. Jim
Anglican Bishop John Osmers visited
Abbott, and Executive Director
western North Carolina for a week in
Tyrone Greenlee
September. A member of and chaplain to
BELOW: John with
Nurse Educator/Case Manager
the African National Congress, Bishop
Kathey Avery of ABIPA
Osmers lost his hand and suffered other
injuries in 1979 when he was the target
of an apartheid parcel bomb in South
Africa. It blew up next door to Monroe
Gilmour, WNCCEIB’s coordinator who
was working in Lesotho for CARE. Fern
Martin, was first on the scene and rode
with John in the back of a pick-up truck to the hospital, then helped Monroe organize
blood donations for John and the five others injured. John married Monroe and Fern
a year later in 1980 but had not seen them since.
While in Asheville, John visited with social justice organizations including the
Campaign for Southern Equality, Femcare clinic, Asheville Buncombe Institute for
Parity Achievement(ABIPA), Christians for United Community (CUC), and WNCCEIB. He also preached on the 50th
anniversary of his ordination at All Souls Episcopal Cathedral and spoke to the adult forum there. In his sermon, John
spoke of brave people in Asheville, those standing up for the right to marry whom they choose and those standing up
for their reproductive rights. It was an inspiring visit for everyone. He returns, via his native New Zealand, to Lusaka,
Zambia where he works with refugees from Rwanda and other countries.
Seeing in Bishop Osmers the oneness of justice struggles around the world and the importance of perseverance even
when all seems impossible, was inspiring.

Retirement of WNCCEIB
Board Member Bob Warren
No organization or individual
could find a better supporter, partner,
and mentor than what Bob Warren
has been to WNCCEIB and to justice
around the South. He has served as
Vice Chair/Secretary of our Board
since the beginning. A civil rights
attorney chased by the KKK in South
Carolina and so important here in
North Carolina, Bob has worked his
heart out for American Indians in
Cherokee, for City maintenance and
water workers, for peace activists,
and for innumerable folks targeted for
Bob Warren with Mitty Owens and daughter Naia.
discrimination and hate.
Back in 1992, Mitty was beaten by Skinheads in
Asheville, and Bob was with him until the Skinhead
Health issues are slowing Bob
leader was convicted. Mitty lives in NYC now and was
visiting in August.
a bit but even so he’s faster than the
rest of us! Ask the thousands of nuclear weapons plant workers sickened by
cancer how Bob has gotten justice and payments to compensate them for
the indifference and poisoning of their bodies by the Federal government.
Congress has acted and compensation (often in six figures) is flowing,
nudged on by Bob’s persistence and legal skills over the past ten years.
Thank you, Bob! You may be officially retired from the Board but we’re
still going to call for advice!
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Making sure targeted folks
don’t feel alone
WNCCEIB has learned over
our twenty one years that reaching
out to targets of hate activity or
discrimination is key to those
targets regaining their footing and
taking action themselves. During
the year, WNCCEIB has played
that role for numerous individuals
and organizations, including racial
profiling situations, an attack on a
man perceived as gay, a cross burning
in Haywood County, a woman who
felt harassed by neighbors, and others.
WNCCEIB urges everyone
when they hear or read about a hate
incident to contact that person to
express support. That act alone does
more than we will ever know – and
we heard that point reiterated over
and over during the interviews for
the documentary. Each of us has a
power-to-encourage that we should
not underestimate.

Blue Moon monthly abortion dialogue celebrates 10th anniversary
November, ten years ago things were tense at
Femcare, the only women’s clinic west of Charlotte that
provides abortion in addition to other GYN services.
A bomb in the late 90s, a woman blowing out the front
windows with a shotgun, fake anthrax letters, and,
three days a week, demonstrators who were getting
increasingly aggressive. Added to this situation, the
local head of the “pro-life” group sent hate packets
to everyone who owned property around the doctor,
the nurse practitioner, and WNCCEIB’s coordinator
(WNCCEIB organizes Escorts to de-escalate tension
in front of the clinic and give a sense of welcome
and security to patients.). The packets told how their
neighbor was “killing babies in Asheville” and gave all
details needed to find the person—phone, email, web
site, address, and a photo. Similar information was put
on the group’s web site. Scary times.
The doctor contacted the minister at the church
where the group’s director attended. That church also

provided funds for the director’s
salary. A meeting was held at the
Blue Moon Bakery (now City Bakery) on Biltmore Ave.
The minister began the meeting with a simple, “We want
to ask your forgiveness.” That gesture of love and respect
began what has turned into the Blue Moon Group, a
community dialogue on abortion. With WNCCEIB
acting as convener, the meeting has been held monthly
ever since and now includes key people on both sides of
the abortion issue in Asheville. Each meeting begins with
the reading of the BMG’s purpose: “We gather together
in dialogue realizing that while our views on abortion
and religion may differ, we bring to the table a unified
desire to find common ground, and to lessen the chance
of violence in our community.”
Many wonderful results continue to grow out of this
experience, including a Common Ground Agreement
statement. You can read more at this link: http://main.
nc.us/wncceib/CHOICEact31305.htm

Femcare Escort Program, 3 days every week

Volunteer Escort Jennifer Thornburg helps refurbish the clinic’s sign
in addition to welcoming patients.

WNCCEIB continues to coordinate the Volunteer Escort program
at Femcare, the only women’s clinic in the region performing
abortions. That coordination includes recruiting and training new
volunteers, scheduling volunteers each week, and sending out weekly
shift reminders. The goal is to have two Escorts for each shift, and
we have an amazing group of dedicated volunteers.
Demonstrators are there with their graphic signs and loudspeaker
the three days each week, when abortions are performed. Our Escorts
de-escalate the tension in front of the building and welcome arriving
patients. With ongoing life changes, moves, jobs etc., we always need
additional volunteers. If you are interested in this once-per-month,
two to three hour commitment, please contact WNCCEIB today!

Mission Hospital diversity program
experiences change
With 6000 employees, Mission Health is the largest employer
in the region. Since 1996, WNCCEIB has worked on increasing
hiring and promotion of Black/African-American employees and
on other diversity issues there.
With a change in executive management, the hospital turned
to a Mayo Clinic, doctor-directed diversity program. WNCCEIB
became concerned when the Diversity Officer left and community
input appeared lacking, We met with the new diversity staff. That
Community diversity meeting October 30
meeting resulted in their learning more about WNCCEIB and
in Mission Health’s Board room
the history of Mission diversity. They also embraced the idea of
community involvement and responded to WNCCEIB”s call for a broad-based community meeting. That meeting was
held on on October 30. We are pleased Mission has committed to more transparency in its workforce dashboard and to
working more closely with the wider community. From the beginning, we’ve assured Mission, as Rev. O.T. Toms told
them in 1996, we want to be their “painful friends”...up front with concerns but standing with them as they move in a
positive direction on diversity. We plan to keep on doing that in 2013.
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WNCCEIB, a community organizing resource
WNCCEIB continues to be a resource for community
organizers and organizations throughout the region. Whether
one-on-one strategy sessions with organizers, programs at
colleges, presentations to faith groups, or brain-storming with
other non profits, WNCCEIB works at being a good resource
and a good ally. It’s part of sharing all that we’ve gleaned from
our experiences over these twenty one years. Just this week,
we got a call from a group planning an action but having
no real on-the-street experience doing so. They appreciated
picking up on the little details that make such actions effective,
little details WNCCEIB has learned through doing and is eager
to pass along to new organizers.

Campaign for Southern Equality folks meet with Bishop Osmers in September
l to r: Rev. Joe Hoffman, Jasmine Beach-Ferrara, Aaron Sarver, and Lindsey Simerly

Standing with LGBT community
WNCCEIB continues to be an ally in community efforts to
bring about full civil rights for LGBT folks in our region and
beyond. Co-sponsoring Campaign for Southern Equality legal
forums, being part of People of Faith for Just Relationships,
responding to hate incidents, and promoting Transgender
Remembrance day, WNCCEIB sees this work as the civil rights
issue of our day.
Particularly moving this year for WNCCEIB was to support
and provide scholarship funds for MAHEC’s Southeastern
Transgender Health Summit in August. It was a world-class
conference which opened many eyes, provided great networking
opportunities, and set an inspirational example for the medical
community. We give a shout-out to our long-time collaborator,
Jacquelyn Hallum, Director of Health Careers and Diversity
Education, for her work in organizing that conference with an
excellent organizing committee at MAHEC.
Also a shout-out to the Campaign for
Southern Equality as they begin the 2013
seven-state, Stage 4 We Do Campaign to
bring to public awareness the injustice of
current marriage laws and the need for
Federal intervention. Check out CSE’s
powerful videos, information, and how to get
involved at: http://www.southernequality.org/
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What’s Peter Pan
got to do with
the “Indian”
mascot issue?
Since 1996,
WNCCEIB through
its NC Mascot
Education and Action
Group project has
worked to eliminate
stereotyping and
misuse of American
Indian culture by persuading NC public schools
to retire their “Indian” mascots and logos. To
date 40 public schools have done so. We’re still
working on the remaining 33.
Meanwhile, attention to the issue has
stimulated positive action even beyond the
public schools. Camp Rockmont, the largest
Christian boys camp in the southeast, came to
WNCCEIB for information and then initiated a
process within their staff, parents, and alumni
that resulted in successfully changing the whole
camp motif away from an “Indian” theme to an
environmental theme.
This past spring, Tom Tracy, teacher and
theater director at The Learning Community
School, an alternative school in Black
Mountain, approached WNCCEIB concerned
about the stereotyping of American Indians in
the play TLC wanted to perform, Peter Pan.
WNCCEIB met with Tom and put him in touch
with our Board member Don Merzlak and with
Oneida elder, Barb Munson in Wisconsin for
useful advice.
Ongoing meetings resulted in the “Indians”
in the play becoming “Neverlanders,” the
stereotypical broken English corrected, and
words like “savages” and R**sk*** eliminated.
Moreover, Tom invited WNCCEIB and one of
Camp Rockmont’s owners to talk with students
to share why American Indians feel as they
do about the stereotyping and trivialization of
their culture. The play went off beautifully,
and Tom said he felt great knowing the school
was not perpetuating an unhealthy educational
experience for the students. And WNCCEIB
even got a thank-you in the play’s program!
(PS...another school has just contacted
WNCCEIB about their spring play, Annie Get
Your Gun... great to see educators thinking
about the implications of the stereotypes buried
deep in our cultural woodwork.)

Separation of church and state
WNCCEIB has worked to support the Buncombe County Board of Education’s
effort to pass and implement a religion policy that meets Constitutional muster.
Seeing ten year-olds in tears begging the Board, “Please don’t take my Jesus out
of my school.” And then having adults display the same lack of knowledge as they
pray and rant at the Board is sobering.
WNCCEIB spoke at Board meetings, participated in a faith group discussion
with the board, and had a guest commentary in the Asheville Citizen Times
February 12 titled, “School Board religion policy nothing to fear.” One quote,
“Our founders were indeed wise. They brought varying faiths to their task of
forming our government.....They saw protecting faith and no-faith alike as the
practical and effective way to run government.” Board members expressed
appreciation for the commentary’s clarification of history and the role of the
Constitution.
WNCCEIB has worked to eliminate unconstitutional religious practices in
the schools since its founding in 1991. It’s a work that requires constant vigil and,
even as this newsletter is written, we’re dealing with a school club that is collecting
items for Franklin Graham’s shoebox ministry that puts strongly evangelical tracts
in every box. We got the practice stopped in the 90s and administrators understand,
but sometimes individual teachers can get off-track, forgetting they are “agents of
the state” when they are working in their school capacity. We’ll get it fixed.

In Memorial
In 2012, WNCCEIB lost two faithful collaborators and friends:
Bruce Two Eagles Lemire,
1946-2012, was instrumental in
pushing the “Indian” mascot issue.
We were honored to work with him
for years. Not so well known, our
Board member Don Merzlak points
out, is how Bruce mentored many
people in AA, finding housing,
getting folks jobs, and being there
as they worked through their
recoveries. He was a true Warrior
for Justice in so many spheres.
Also, Dr. Bob Ragland, a lover of our mountains
and resident of Jacksonville, Florida, supported
and inspired WNCCEIB through his friendship and
his foundation. Bob died in September at age 92.
He published his memoir, Genesis of a Rebel this
past year and shared his journey of working for
environmental justice and LGBT equality through
years when doing so was particularly risky.

Our salute to Bruce and Bob and their families,
go well dear friends. You are missed.
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White Supremacists
on the move, Boy
Scouts in tow?
From a demonstration
against the Lincoln exhibit
at UNC-Asheville to
putting Confederate flags
on public squares, Black
Mountain attorney Kirk
Lyons continues to push
“southern heritage” issues.
And WNCCEIB continues
to make sure folks and
institutions he targets know
with whom they are dealing.
Check out our web site.
Named in 1992 by
the Southern Poverty
Law Center as one of ten
national leaders in the white
supremacy movement, Lyons
moved to western NC from
Houston that same year.
Ironically, even with his
background, he has been
embraced as a Scout Master
by the local Daniel Boone
Council of the Boy Scouts
of America. WNCCEIB
made the Council aware
of Lyons background and
associations years ago, but,
while excluding people for
being gay, or a Wiccan, or
atheists, the Council has
apparently done nothing to
address white supremacists
in its midst. Many United
Ways across the country
have already withdrawn
funding from the Scouts for
its discriminatory practices.
WNCCEIB now concludes
it is time for Congress to
withdraw the Congressionalbestowed BSA charter. Get
in touch if you want to help
with that project in 2013.

P.O. Box 18640
Asheville, North Carolina 28814
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“Saying YES to Human Rights is the best way to say NO to racism and bigotry”

You can make
WNCCEIB

You can make
WNCCEIB
SOAR
over our own
fiscal cliff!

WNCCEIB’s Board
thanks you and wishes you a peaceful
Holiday Season and Happy 2013

Contribute today!
WNCCEIB’s total budget is less than $25,000 so your
help makes a BIG difference in making us go!
Please make your check out to “WNCCEIB” and
send to PO Box 18640, Asheville, NC 28814
Or contribute on-line via PayPal at our website:
www.main.nc.us/wncceib/
WNCCEIB is a 501 (c) 3 tax exempt non-profit.
Thus, every penny is tax deductible
and every penny goes toward our work.

WNCCEIB’s Board, l to r, Bob Warren, Vice Chair/Secretary (Emeritus!),
Sue Walton, Treasurer, LaVerne Glover, Chair, Don Merzlak, At large member,
Back: Monroe Gilmour, Coordinator

